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Note8 on the Old Pernian Inwcriptfons of Behldtun.-By 
Louis H. GRAY, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 

Bh. i. 65, vRabbis' 'omnia.; 

ONE of the most difficult cruces in the Old Persian inscriptions 
is the passage Bh. i. 64-66, adant nfiyctrarayamn k1rahy& abi- 

Jcari m gaidamj& mnniyamdd viOibiidd tyadid Gauntta hya 
magus adind. Two years ago, in AJPh., xxi. 16-18, I sug- 

gested as a translation of these words: 'I restored to the people 
the servants(?), and the live-stock(?), and the real estate, and 

the private property(?), of which Gaum-ta the Magian had 
deprived them.' While the article mentioned was in press, a 

paper by Justi treating of the same passage appeared in 

ZJDMG., liii. 89-92. He rendered the crux by 'das Besitz- 
tum, die Dienerschaft, Hof und Haus nahm er ihnen.' He 
adopted the reading (h) abldaris instead of abidaris, with which 

I have been unable to agree, despite Rawlinson, JRAS, O.S., 
xii., p. ii., and he compared riniyarn? with the Cretan gloss of 

Hesychios, uvya SovXda, instead of YAv. urnana, GAy. drna 

(cf. A-JPh., xxi. 17). Justi's conclusions were criticized by 

Foy, ZDIiG., liv. 341-355 (cf. also KZ., xxxvii. 551-553), 
who returned to the reading abidaris, which he, however, like 

Spiegel,1 connected with New Persian 6ardclan 'to pasture' and 
translated ' Weideland,' while he rendered rndniyanm by 

'Gebiiude.' After a renewed study of the passage and careful 

reading of the contributions of Justi and Foy, I find myself still 

adhering to my old view concerning abidaris gci6.imJd mini- 

yamdd. With regard to the fourth word, read viOibis by 

Weissbach and Bang, I have changed my explanation mate- 
rially. My old rendering ' private property(?),' A JPh., xxi. 

17-18, where former interpretations are collected, is criticized by 

Foy, ZfDfIG. , liv. 374, but his own discussion of the word, 349- 

355, seems to me altogether untenable. From the vin9cbajpada 

which Foy adopts instead of vi0a1i.baisa(?id he evolves vi(i)9a1ija- 

dad dpaor vi(i)Ob Cal i. e., vi(i)9bisct-6d or vi(i)Oa- 

1 Bartholomae, Altiran. Wtb., 1889, favors the same etymology. 
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bisadas'-d, ' Geschlechtsgefolgschaft (das sind: " die Gefolgs- 
leute der adligen Hiiuser").' With a conjecture at once so bold 
and so unnecessary I cannot agree. 

I believe that the true reading and root-meaning of vi(i)0aiba1 
ijaeac is that which is adopted by Bartholomae, Grundr. cder 
iran. Philol., i. 226, vi~aibitd. This view I have already put 
forth in TAOS., xxi. 181-182, when discussing the phrase hada 
vi~aibis bagaibis', which I believe to mean 'with all the gods.' 
Foy, 350, raises an objection to the form adopted by Barthol- 
omae and myself, but his remarks seem open to criticism. ' Vor 
allem spricht dagegen,'he writes, ' dass v'iMa-, viisa-, vtispa- "all" 
stets plene geschrieben ist und nur vi(i)@- " Haus, Heimat, Gesch- 
lecht" in der Behistaninschrift stets defektiv. Da nun sonst 
keine andren Wbrter ausser Namen defektiv geschrieben werden, 
so muss im Anfang von v2i9albai das Wort vi(i)@- " Haus, Hei- 
mat, Geschlecht" stecken.' Why the orthography of the proper 
name Vivtdspa, to which Foy evidently alludes, cannot be 
called into service here, I do not see. The Behistun inscriptions 
shows the scriptio defectiva vi(i)sRaspa in all instances of the 
word (cf. Rawlinson, JRAS., O.S., x., pp. xl., lxx.). Contrari- 
wise, in all other inscriptions (excepting the late text Art. Pers. 
a 19), namely, Dar. Pers. a 4, Dar. Pers. e 4, Dar. Elv. 19, 
NR. a 12, Sz. b 6, Art. Sus. a 3, we have the scriptio plena 
viiftdspa throughout. In exactly the same way the Behistun 
text has the scriptio defectiva vi(i)0'i9~ tjaL, i. e., vi~iaWbis', while 
Dar. Pers. d 14, the only text other than the Behistun inscrip- 
tions where the word occurs unmutilated, shows the scriptio 
plena viiOaibaisa i. e., vijai~cbiS. I have, therefore, no hesita- 
tion in adopting Bartholomae's reading vicaibis on the analogy 
furnished by the double orthography of the name of Hystaspes. 

I now turn to the meaning and construction of the word. 
The rendering is fixed, I think, by the phrase' hadffi viOabisb 
bacgaibis' 'with all the gods,' Dar. Pers. d 14, 22, 24. It is 
plain, furthermore, from previous discussions of the passage, that 
vi9aibi~Yi is parallel in construction with abidcris' glai~acmndcO 

I Tiele, Geschiedenis van den Godsdienst in de Oudheid, Amsterdam, 
1901, p. 361, maintained the old view still, as he wrote: ' hadd bagaibis 
vithibis' bedeuidt zeker 'met de goden van den stam,' of misschien 
' van het (konings-) huis." 
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mnzanycnmJe. Bartholomae's earlier view, Ar. Forsch., ii. 104, 

that the word is an instrumental plural used as an accusative, is 
the one which I hold now as I held it in my former paper (cf. 
also my explanation of the instrumental plural ra dJabis as a 
nominative in xiv. rcwudcbis` akaJ j kah '14 days were in course' 
and similar phrases, AJ Pb., xxi. 10). My ' kuhne und bequeme 
Annahme,' as Foy, 374, calls it, that the instrumental plural 
may be used as an accusative and nominative, is not without 
arguments in its favor. It seems to me almost impossible to 

deny that the Iranian possesses many other instances of this very 
usage. Collections of material on this subject may be found in 

Htabschmann, Casuslehre, 265-66, Spiegel, Vgl. Gr., 428-429, 
Jackson, Av. Grarnm., ? 944 (unpublished, read in proof- 

sheets). That these forms, e. g., Av. staotaiw , datpns sraeits', 
damotn c69ayais'l d(7minig vispeis' scatis', vaa8yais, are real instru- 

mentals' and not, as Johannes Schmidt, Ptralbilld., 259-275, 

argued, forms with a nominative-accusative neuter plural suffix 
us seems clear for several reasons. First, not only neuters but 

masculines are found in this construction, e. g., xvrctfstrtis, azd- 
ibis', cadzabis'. Second, Schmidt himself, 272-273, admits that 

such a formation in -is' is unknown outside the Iranian. Third, 
the instrumental plural used as nominative-accusative agrees 
with the use of the instrumental singular as nominative (cf. 
Calanld, KZ., xxxi. 259-261, Geldner, ibid., 319-323, Barthol- 

omae, Sprachgesch., ii. 124-125, Grundlr. dler iram. Philol., i. 

134, Jackson, Av. Gramrn., ? 945 [unpublished]). Fourth, the 

syntactic usage may, I believe, be explained more easily than 

Delbrflck, Vgl. Syut., i. 232-233, seems to think. 
For the use of the instrumental singular as nominative, Bar- 

tholomae, Sfpractcgesch., ii. 124-125, has, in my opinion, found 
the correct explanation. Other Indo-Germanic dialects offer 

parallels for the employment of the instrumental as accusative. 

The germ of the usage in Iranian is to be found in such phrases 
as Vd. 6. 49, kva scarf m iristcanq,;nu azdibis` bardmct alhnra mazda 
kva 9aidaG-qnca 'where bear we the bones of dead men, 0 Ahura 

Mazda, where deposit them ?', Vd. 4. 5, Oris scatois"i ha8a-NiOangmn 

I The instrumental plural seems to be used at least once in the GdOds 
as a nominative, Ys. 28. 2, dyaptd asdt haWd ydis rapant5 daidit ed6re, 
' boons in accordance with righteousness which are to place the rejoic- 
ing ones in glory.' The passage is not, however, altogether certain. 
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narytm naba aidi sta 2m para-barat 'lie brings three hundred 
like penalties to the nearest kin.' From phrases like these 
comes the later complete equivalence of instrumental and accus- 
ative, e. g., Ys. 55. 1, vi IaepC tnvacsda azcdb7iJa 1tsin- 

Vtsda kAcrpasda, atdvis"ka, bao&tsca ?trcan#4ca Atravas1mea patiridc 
dadznrmahi Ala vaxayarnahi 'all creatures and bodies and bones 
and frames and forms and power and intellects and soul and 
fravashi we both exalt and proclaim,' Yt. 8. 33, avi (f8,a ctvi 

s-0i~r4 avi karsbvz yvisi hapta 'over seats, over abodes, over 
the seven zones.' The Slavic and Germanic dialects offer 
close parallels to this usage. Slavic especially employs the 
instrumental of means with verbs of motion used intransitively 
which take the accusative when they are transitive. Thus we 
have Old Church Slav. vast itcrodM?, verze kanteniiemn? 'omniis 
populus jecit lapidibus' beside vrP>zi kmeqn'i na ni 'rov XtoV 
&r auY 8aXerw.' The usage is less common in Germanic, 
although instances are not lacking in Gothic, Old Norse, and 
Anglo-Saxon, e. g., Goth. uswa'rpTup- immna t utusbainffa wtein2a 

,garcia, 'C'N/3aXov aui'nv nw roV a-7rEXrvo;,' Mark 12. 8 beside 
lttwaltrpanldans ena uet ues famirna wvenagarcla,, Luke 20. 15. 
Examples of the use of the instrumental beside the accusative 
are found also in Greek and in Sanskrit. For further literature 
and examples I may refer to Delbrilek, Vgl. Sgynt., i. 257-260, 
Audouin, De'liaison clans les lanymtes inclo-europe'ennes, 19, 85- 
86, 179, 273-274, 371, Miklosich, Vgl1. Grammi., iv. 695-700. 
It seems to me, therefore, that we are fairly entitled to assume 
that the functions of the instrumental of means approximated 
those of the accusative of the direct object in connection with 
certain verbs in Iranian as well as in Sanskrit, Greek, Germanic, 
and Slavic, and that by analogical extension the instrumental 
was frequently substituted for the accusative both in Old Per- 
sian and in Avestan. The syntactic usage which I here presup- 
pose does not, therefore, rest merely on its likeness to that of 
the Avesta where corrupt transmission of text may frequently 
be a source of seeming abnormality in syntax, but on the broader 
basis of comparison with other dialect-groups of Indo-Germanic. 
I also regard i~acibis, for reasons stated above, as meaning 

I I purposely omit instances of the accusative after Vbar as being too 
frequent to require notice. 
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'all,' and I accordingly now render Bh. i. 64-66, 'I restored 
to the people the servants(?) and the live-stock(?) and the real 
estate and all things(?) of which Gaumata the Magian had 
deprived them.' 

Old Persian tuvan kha: Doric Kd. 

The phrase tuvcmt kai is found five times in Old Persian, Bh. 
iv. 37, 41, 67, 70, 87. Its Babylonian equivalent is manmt atta 
'quisque tu,' Bh. 105, while the New Susian has mni '11akka 'tu 
qui,' Bh. iii. 63-64, 66, 83, 84, 94. The old explanation of kCt 

as a vocative singular masculine (e. g., Spiegel, K6eilinschr.2, 

213) can hardly be maintained, and Kern's view in Caland, 
Synt. dler Pron., 47, that k& . . . hya is the Old Persian equiva- 
lent of Sanskrit yak kapcit, seems equally untenable. Barthol- 
omae, Literaturbl. f. or Phil., i. 17, Gruundr. der iran. Philol., 
i. 235, is on the right track when he regards ka as a particle. 
On the other hand, it does not seem to me that Ka is equivalent 
in meaning to ye or is even a mere interjection as he has sug- 
gested. The Old Persian word is rather to be compared with 
what I regard as its exact correspondent in Greek, Doric Ka, 

Indo-Germanic *qJ (cf. Brugmann, Gr. Gr.3, 543-544). A few 
examples will be sufficient to show that Ka has, sometimes at 
least, a generalizing force. Theok. xi. 49, T71s Ka TWV8E OSAacvav 

CKWV Ka& KV/a& ZXoTro; xviii. 57-58, ve' Csa Ka/Apev ES Oppov, re7tE 

7rpaTOS coo I Evvas Kv a&)^ aIV LXWV CVTp9(a &&pav or Arist. 

Acharn. 799, A. 'n' X&'e9t ex /XJXTrTa; M. 7ra'vO' a Ka jt~s. I therefore 
think that such a phrase as titvarn k& x?a-ycatiya hya caparcam ahy, 
Bh. iv. 37, should be translated, 'thou whosoever shalt be king 
hereafter.' 

Bh. iv. 44: RV. ii. 17. 7. 

Weissbach-Bang's reading Autramaz[diyct] taiyiya in Bh. iv. 
44 is very doubtful. Rawlinson's copy (cf. also JEA S., 0. S., 
x. p. lix.) has merely AuramaZ[d&] and a blank space. On this 

'Old Persian vida is to be compared with Old Church Slav. visi, Lithua- 
nian visas, Indo-Germanic *yik-o-, while I still hold to my former 
explanation of Old Persian visa beside vispa, Indo-Germanic *uik-.ta- 
as due to sp>s(s) (AJPh., xxi. 7, see now Salemann, Grundr. der iran. 
Philol., i. 263). With the view of Foy, KZ., xxxvii. 533, that visa is 
from Indo-Germanic *uis-ko-, I am quite unable to agree. 
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he remarks, xii., p. vi., 'The word between Auranmazd4t and 
yatha is certainly either maiyiya or taiyiya, the initial charac- 
ter being the only one subject to doubt.' Spiegel reads accord- 
ingly Auramacz[cf] taiyiya. Fr. M-tller, on the other hand, 
WZKJ., i. 59-62, preferred Auramaz[dj] maiyiya. Neither 

the New Susian nor the Babylonian texts help us here. The 
Babylonian iss4 (Bh. 98) would seem to point to uPasta or 'pas- 
tcmn in the Old Persian version, but according to Rawlinson's 
copy there is no room for such an insertion. On the other hand, 
the New Susian text (Bh. iii. 68) does not here contain piktu, the 
equivalent of upastai. Perhaps the Urwnamta-ra of the Susian 
tablet would lead us to infer some such form as the Aurmnaz- 
diya adopted by Weissbach-Bang (cf. also Weissbach, Achd- 
nerideninschr. zweit. Art, 53-54, Oppert, Le peupele . des 

3ftdzes, 56-57, and against this Foy, ZDEG., lii. 565, whose 
suggestions, however, both here and in KZ., xxxvii. 539, I am 
quite unable to accept). In my own judgment it is possible to 
retain unchanged the reading of Rawlinson, especially since the 
Babylonian and New Susian versions do not exactly coincide in 
the passage under discussion.' My own suggested reading of 
the text is auramaz[daaMa. iya ya.], i. e., aurumraz[dam iyctiy]. 
This preserves exactly Rawlinson's final results, it may be 
explained grammatically, and it seems to keep the general sense 
demanded both by the context and, apparently, by the Babylo- 
nian and New Susian versions. In my view iyaiy is the first 
singular middle of i ' to go,' where the termination is the same 
as in the imperfect (cf. for the present GAv. dade 'I place,' 
YAv. dai8e, Skt. dlctdhe, and for the imperfect Old Persian 
avahaiy ' I carried,' Av. baire ' I bore,' Skt. avahe ' I carried'). 
The passage auracmazdrn? iyaiy ya&d imna hctsiyamn naity durux- 
tarn then signifies, 'I betake myself to Ormazd as this is true, 
not false,' or, more freely, ' I call Ormazd to witness that this is 
true, not false.'2 If the reading and interpretation here sug- 
gested be possible, there is an interesting parallel in RV. ii. 17. 

I Several other instances of slight divergence in the different versions 
of the Achaemenian inscriptions are too well known to require recapit- 
ulation here (cf. Weissbach, Grundr. der iran. Philol., ii. 73-74). 

2 My previous rendering, JAOS. xxii. 172, should be changed 
accordingly. I still think it just possible, however, that ya4d here 
introduces a clause of indirect discourse. 
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7a which should be cited in this connection. The Vedic pas- 
sage in question contains the sole instance thus far noted of the 
first singular middle of i in Sanskrit. The line is as follows: 
amajr iva pitro'h saca sat' samanId I s adasas tv n' iye bh4- 
gain 'as a girl maturing at home dwelling with her parents, 
from the joint abode I betake myself to thee for weal.' The, 
words tvaln iye bhhdgam, which are important for the suggested 
reading of the Old Persian passage, are thus glossed by Sdyana: 
stotaham bhagqam bhajaniyam dhanam tvdm iye . . . tvam& yoce. 
I see no very great semantic difficulties in a development of 
meaning from 'I go, betake myself, to Ormazd' to a practical 
equivalent of 'I call Ormazd to witness, so help me Ormazd.' 
Certainly all epigraphical and grammatical requirements seem to 
me to be met by such a suggestion. 

Bh. iv. 46, avdt. 

The general sense of Bh. iv. 46 is clear both from the Old 
Persian and New Susian versions, the Babylonian being lost 
here. The third word of the line in the Iranian text is, how- 
ever, mutilated and doubtful. Rawlinson in his copy reads this 
word and the one before it aura[mazcdjha. tya]miya (cf. also 
IJRAS., O.S., x., p. xviii., lix.-lx., 247), but in his revisional 
note (xii., p. vi.) he says that the last four characters are cer- 
tainly amrniya. Weissbach and Bang read api]maiy, thus sub- 
stituting i for Rawlinson's a. But this can scarcely be the inten- 
sive api (cf. their translation by ' auch '), for that word occurs in 
the inscriptions only as an enclitic in the single phrase durajy 
apiy or dluraiapiy. I would suggest the reading av&, which thus 
gives avdmaiy. This av& is the ablative singular neuter for 
*avdtl governed by aniyasciy, which should take the ablative in 
Old Persian as it does in Avestan and Sanskrit (cf. Jackson, 
Av. Gramnn., ? 965, n. 1 [unpublished, read in proof-sheets], 
Speijer, Sansk. Synt., 78-7'9, Delbrtick, Vgl. Synt., i. 216). 
The meaning of maiy is fixed by the New Susian rendering 

I On the loss of final t in Old Persian see Bartholomae, Grundr. der 
iran. Philol., i. 183, Foy, KZ., xxxvii. 500-501. In passing I may note 
regarding Foy's criticism of my view of tyand, Bh. i. 23, as expressed in 
AJPh., xxi. 12-13, that datd is evidently plural, not singular (cf. the 
Babylonian rendering d~ndtu, Bh. 9). We should therefore expect 
tydnd instead of tyand if his view were correct. 
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unena (Bh. iii. 70) and the enclitic pronoun thus stands in its 
proper position after avot. The passage Bh. iv. 46-47, vasna 
aurct[mazcldha av]dmaiy aniya.Wdiy vasiyastiy kartant ava 
avahydy[& dtipiy&] naiy nips.itam is then to be rendered, in my 
judgment, 'by the grace of Ormazd much more than this was 
done by me. This is not written on this tablet.' 

Old Persian duvitdtaranarn: Old Church Slavic dave', Greek dlv. 

The word dtuvitittaranan occurs twice, Bh. i. 10, a 17, in the 
Old Persian inscriptions in passages where no help is given by 
the Babylonian or New Susian versions. The latter text has 
indeed (Bh. i. 7) s.amak-n ar corresponding to duvitttarcanam, 
but as the New Susian word also is a alr. Xey., it is useless for 
interpretation (cf. however, Foys ZDJiCG., lii. 590). Early 
conjectures on the meaning of the Iranian term are collected by 
Spiegel, Keilinschr.2, 83-84. The second component is obvi- 
ously to be compared, so far as etymology goes, with Sanskrit 
tarana 'crossing' (so already Benfey, Keilinschr., 8). The 
word seems to mean 'for a long time, from days of old' (cf. 
Justi, Grundr. dler iran. Philol., ii. 417 and his references there; 
see also Rawlinson, JRAS., O. S., x. 197, Benfey, Xeilinschr., 
8). Bartholomae, Grund~r. (ler ircat. Philol., i. 151, returns to 
the older rendering, best defended by Oppert, Lepeuple.. 
cdes ]Mdes, 113, 163, and adopted by Weissbach and Bang, 'in 
doppelter Reihe.' The historical difficulties in explaining the 
passage if dluvitatararcum has this meaning, are too considerable 
so be lightly overlooked. I incline, therefore, to the rendering 
'from time of old,' especially as I think this can be justified 
etymologically. The latest discussion of duvitctara-nar is by 
Foy, KZ., xxxvii. 546, who still adheres to his comparison with 
Latin diuturwu8. Such an equation seems to me impossible. 
Whether Latin (dit2 'by day, long' stands for *dioq-i or for *Cliue 
(cf. Brugmann, Grimcdr., i.2 910, Stolz, tLat. GramM.3, 131, 
Sommer, Lat. Lcat- mnd _Formend., 160), it seems clear, at any 
rate, that just as dcu-rnus is after the analogy of noctur-nus con- 
ceived as *noctut-riuts (Stolz, 77), so (lit-turnus is analogical to 
the same noct ur-nus divided *)toC-tu1rnu8.' With ditturn?,s, 
then, (uvitdtarcmc6w has nothing to do. 

I For further hints on the influence of nox on dies in Latin, see Som- 
mer, 429, Schrader, Reallexikon, 845-846. 
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The first component of the Old Persian word is to be com- 
pared with Greek 8r-6a', &n-po'v, 8v, Doric 8o(F)'v (Alkman, frag. 
13 5, ed. Bergk),1 El. Sav, 0. Ch. SI.dave ' formerly,' davnA ' old,' 
Armenian tevern 'I continue,' Latin dft-rus, dif-dum, Sanskrit 
dft-rd' (see Fick, Vgl. WtM., i.' 624, ii.3 383, Hirt, Ablaut, 104, 
Htibschmann, Armen. Granm., i. 497, Prellwitz, Etm. WtM., 
74, Brugmann, Gr. Gr.2 251). The same phonetic change is 
found in this equation as in the comparison of Old Persian duvi- 
tbya 'second,' with Sanskrit dvitdya, Greek 869, Old Latin duis 
(Pauli excerpta ex Festo, ed. Th. de Ponor, 47). I consequently 
feel little hesitation in rendering duvititaranam 'throughout a 
long period.' I think, furthermore, like Foy, that we are 
entitled to compare the Old Persian word with the Vedic 
dvita. Geldner, Ved. Stud., iii. 1, has very recently expressed 
himself as unfavorable to this view, apparently on semasiological 
grounds. Yet it would seem that the underlying force of dvita 
as he has outlined the usage of the term, 1-10, may well have 
been 'long, continuous, firm,' whence were derived the mean- 
ings he assigns the word on a basis of Vedic philology and the 
native commentators. Until a better etymology shall have been 
suggested for dvita, I should certainly prefer to compare it with 
Old Persian duvitdtaranam, and both these words with Old 
Bulgarian dave, Greek &iv, and their cognates. 

1 For dtv=*6pF7w cf. ,3 36, over' alp' Es 6lv kro-. The phrases Armenian i 
tevoy ' forever' and Old Bulgarian izft davina ' from olden time' may 
also be noted in this connection. Cf. further Kern, ZDMG., xxiii. 222- 
226, Osthoff, Etym. Parerga, i. 114-115. 
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